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Agricultural Markets Task Force Presents Recommendations on farmers in the food supply chain
The Commission will consider the report's recommendations and an appropriate policy response in line
with its continuous support to the agricultural sector.
The Agricultural Markets Task Force (AMTF), chaired by former Dutch Minister for Agriculture and
University Professor, Cees Veerman, today presented its report to EU Commissioner for Agriculture &
Rural Development, Phil Hogan. Press Release here. Report: Final report of the AMTF - "Improving
market outcomes

Investment Plan for Europe: EUR 105 million support for thermal energy in Germany
The European Investment Bank (EIB) has agreed with Stadtwerke Kiel AG to provide a EUR 105 million
loan towards financing a thermal power plant in Kiel, Germany. This transaction benefits from the support
of the European Fund for Strategic Investments (EFSI), the heart of the Investment Plan for Europe. The
project, the first of its kind in Europe, sets new standards in environmental sustainability and marks an
important contribution to Germany's energy transition. Commission Vice-President Maroš Šefčovič,
responsible for Energy Union, said: “Public funds cannot and should not replace private investment but
they can absorb some of the risk, creating a more favourable investment environment, especially in the field
of energy. I therefore welcome the decision of the European Investment Bank to support the K.I.E.L coastal
power station which will make a significant contribution to Germany's Energiewende and Europe's
transition to a low-carbon economy.” For more information see here

European Commission sets up an internal Task Force on Financial Technology
Commission services are today launching a Task Force on Financial Technology (TFFT) that aims to assess
and make the most of innovation in this area, while also developing strategies to address the potential
challenges that FinTech poses. The work of this Task Force builds on the Commission's goal to develop a
comprehensive strategy on FinTech. Technological development provides great opportunities for existing
financial institutions, alternative service providers and new business models, provided that any risks are
carefully managed. This internal Task Force brings together the expertise of Commission staff across
several areas, such as: financial and digital services, digital innovation and security, competition and
consumer protection. It will also engage with stakeholders and present policy suggestions and
recommendations in the first half of 2017. Commission Vice-President Valdis Dombrovskis, responsible
for Financial Stability, Financial Services and Capital Markets Union said: "We see technological
innovation in finance as a development that we need to encourage and enable. It brings huge opportunities

for consumers and for industry, both by established players and new Fintech firms. Our Task Force will
help us make sure that our policy supports the pursuit of these opportunities, while addressing any risks
that may emerge. Efficient financial markets need to make the best possible use of the opportunities that
technology presents, while also preserving competition and making sure that new operating systems are
safe.”Commissioner for Digital Economy and Society Günther H. Oettinger said: "Digital innovation is
transforming the entire economy and in particular the financial services sector. It disrupts business models
and value chains, leads to the emergence of new players and services. The Digital Single Market strategy
aims at laying down an appropriate framework and enabling solutions concerning for instance electronic
authentication or cybersecurity. Our ambition is to foster financial innovation while preserving financial
stability and protecting consumers and investors."

The EU imposes provisional anti-dumping duties on steel and iron products from China
The EU has decided to impose provisional anti-dumping duties on seamless pipes and tubes of iron and
steel from China. This product is typically used in power plants, in construction, and in the oil and gas
industry. The Commission's investigations confirmed that the Chinese products had been sold in Europe at
heavily dumped prices. To provide EU companies with necessary breathing space, the Commission
imposed duties ranging between 43.5% and 81.1%. This should prevent damage to the European companies
involved in the production of the steel tubes and pipes. The investigation was initiated on 13 May 2016
following a complaint submitted by the industry. The Commission will decide within the coming six
months whether these measures would become definitive and apply for a period of five years. The EU
currently has an unprecedented number of trade defence measures in place targeting unfair exports of steel
products from third countries, with a total of 40 anti-dumping and anti-subsidy measures, 18 of which on
products originating from China. 14 more investigations concerning steel products are still ongoing,
including three cases for which duties are being provisionally applied. The full details of the decision can
be found here.

EUROSTAT: Duration of working life- People in the EU can expect to work almost 2 years longer
than 10 years ago- Increase mainly driven by longer duration of working life for women
The expected duration of working life in the European Union (EU) stood at 35.4 years on average in 2015,
up by 1.9 years compared with 2005. In detail over this 10-year period, duration of working life has
increased more rapidly for women (32.8 years in 2015 compared with 30.2 years in 2005, or +2.6 years)
than for men (37.9 years in 2015 vs. 36.7 years in 2005, or +1.2 year). Full text available on EUROSTAT
website
EUROSTAT: Industrial production down by 0.8% in euro area Down by 0.7% in EU28
In September 2016 compared with August 2016, seasonally adjusted industrial production fell by 0.8% in
the euro area (EA19) and by 0.7% in the EU28, according to estimates from Eurostat, the statistical office
of the European Union. In August 2016 industrial production rose by 1.8% in the euro area and by 1.6% in
the EU28. Full text available on EUROSTAT website

ANNOUNCEMENTS
First Vice-President Timmermans speaks at meeting of National Parliaments
Today in Bratislava, First Vice-President Frans Timmermans takes part in a meeting of the Conference of
Parliamentary Committees for Union Affairs of Parliaments of the EU (COSAC), hosted by the Slovak

Council Presidency. The First Vice-President will deliver a keynote speech on 'Strengthening the Role of
National Parliaments in the EU' during the second session of today's conference. More information is
available on the COSAC website here.

Commissioner Avramopoulos in Egypt
Today, Commissioner Avramopoulos is in Egypt where he is meeting with the President of the Arab
Republic of Egypt, Abdel Fatah Al Sisi and the Egyptian Minister of Foreign Affairs Sameh Shoukry.
Discussions focus on common security and migration challenges.

Commissioner Thyssen gives keynote speech at conference on "The Future of Work we Want"
Tomorrow, 15 November, Commissioner for Employment, Social Affairs, Skills and Labour Mobility,
Marianne Thyssen, will give a keynote speech at the conference "The Future of Work We Want", taking
place in Brussels on 15 and 16 November. The conference is jointly organised by the European Economic
and Social Committee (EESC) and the International Labour Organisation. Aim of the conference is to
discuss ways to tackle challenges such as globalisation, technological innovation, demographic shifts,
migration and climate change with EESC members. More specifically, participants will discuss whether
Europe will be able to keep its high standards of employment in the face of technological innovation and
global competition. Ahead of the conference, Commissioner Thyssen said: "The European Pillar of Social
Rights has played an important role in the debate on the future of work and welfare. Launched in March,
the consultation on the Pillar has gathered input from experts, stakeholders and citizens across the EU. All
Member States have now also been consulted, but citizens and all interested parties have until 30
December to contribute. One thing is already clear: There is a strong demand for policy answers which
address the broad agenda of social fairness." At 10:30, a press conference will take place, in which
Commissioner Thyssen will participate together with the President of the Economic and Social Committee,
Georges Dassis, and the Director-General of the International Labour Organisation, Guy Ryder. Journalists
can register by sending an email to press@eesc.europa.eu. The conference can also be followed online.
Commissioner Thyssen's keynote speech will be made available here.

Commissioner Thyssen participates in Alliance for YOUth gathering in the European Parliament
Tomorrow, 15 November, Commissioner for Employment, Social Affairs, Skills and Labour Mobility,
Marianne Thyssen, will participate in the Alliance for YOUth gathering which takes place in the European
Parliament. EU policy-makers and business representatives will gather to hold a High-Level policy debate
on how to strengthen business-education partnerships. Ahead of the event, Commissioner Thyssen said:
"The Alliance for YOUth shows how investing in youth is also good for business. Since 2013 youth
unemployment in the EU has gone down by 1.4 million people and the Commission has proposed an
additional €2 billion in financial support to the Youth Guarantee implementation. In the next phase, we
would like to see more business involvement in the Youth Guarantee delivery and the Alliance for YOUth
could play a role in this." Alliance for YOUth is a business-driven initiative, aiming to create job
opportunities for people under 30 years old. Initiated by Nestlé in 2014, it united more than 200 large and
small companies. The debate can be watched live here.

Commissioner King in Austria
Today Commissioner King visits Vienna, Austria, where he will meet Mr Wolfgang Brandstetter, Minister
of Justice and Mr Peter Gridling, Director of the Federal Office for Constitutional Protection and the Fight
against Terrorism (BAT) to discuss closer cooperation in the fields of justice and counter-terrorism. He will
also participate in a meeting of the Heads of Justice and Home Affairs Agencies organised by the European
Union Agency for Fundamental Rights (FRA) where he will discuss how to best improve the cooperation
between agencies and between agencies and Member States in delivering the European Agenda for
Security.

International Product Safety Week 2016 will focus on protecting consumers in a digital world
Consumer safety professionals from around the world are in Brussels to discuss with the European
Commission how to improve product safety for consumers on the occasion of the 2016 International
Product Safety Week. This year participants will pay particular attention to improving consumer safety in a
digital world, as 65 % of all European internet users now shop online. Commissioner Jourová delivered the
opening speech this morning. She said: " Products need to be safe when put on the market in the EU
whether they are sold online or in traditional shops, and regardless of where they come from. (…) But
action in the EU alone will not make the difference in our connected world. Because of global trade,
increasingly also online, it is crucial that we step up our international cooperation, in particular with our
biggest trading partners: The US and China." Consumer safety experts from the European Commission
will meet their Chinese counterparts from the General Administration of Quality Supervision (AQSIQ), as
well as their American counterparts from the US Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) to discuss
how effective quality controls of exported goods can be guaranteed. Further events will focus on the safety
of products sold online on boosting the impact of product safety alerts and on the EU's product safety alert
system (RAPEX). Market surveillance experts will get the chance to exchange best practices among their
peers. A full programme of the week is available online.

European Political Strategy Centre (EPSC) hosts Annual Conference of the European Strategy and
Policy Analysis System (ESPAS)
On Wednesday,Commissioners Moedas and King will participate in the 2016 Annual Conference of the
European Strategy and Policy Analysis System (ESPAS) hosted by the European Political Strategy Centre
(EPSC), the European Commission's in-house think tank. The conference entitled 'Global Trends 2030:
Society and Governance', brings together various key speakers including Geoff Mulgan, Chief Executive
of UK charity Nesta; Pascal Lamy, President Emeritus of the Jacques Delors Institute; Bruce Stokes from
the Pew Research Center; Heather Grabbe, Director of the Open Society European Policy Institute; Stefano
Scarpetta, Director for Employment, Labour and Social Affairs at the OECD; Mark Spelman, Co-Head of
the Future of the Internet Initiative for the World Economic Forum, as well as many others. The European
Strategy and Policy Analysis System (ESPAS) is an inter-institutional collaboration between the European
Commission, the European Parliament, the Council of the EU and the External Action Service, initiated in
2010. It engages in strategic foresight, anticipates future challenges and opportunities, and examines global
trends. The conference will take place on the 5th floor of the Commission's Berlaymont building. To attend,
register here. You can follow the conference on Twitter with the hashtag #ESPAS16.
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